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In this session we will:
 
• Understand barriers to effective multi-agency practice to prevent harm or 

respond effectively where there are safeguarding risks; 

• Explore the safeguarding duty and the relevance of partnership safeguarding 
responsibilities to adults at risk experiencing homelessness;

• Provide practical tips on applying the law through the Safeguarding Toolkit. 



“They don’t 
engage”

“Refused an 
assessment” 

“I can’t get 
hold of them”

“They have 
mental capacity” 

“They live in 
supported 
housing” 

“No local 
connection” 

“It’s a housing 
issue” 

“No care 
needs”

“There are no 
services for 
their needs”

“Mobilising safely 
on ward – able to 

go out for a 
cigarette” “We don’t 

provide XYZ” 

“They haven’t 
consented ”



“X is rough 
sleeping !!!” “ Y needs 24/7 

care!”

“Housing First with 
wrap around 

support works!!”

“ He can’t manage a 
home, cook, clean, 

pay bills etc.” 
“Intensive 
support is 
needed!”

“She can’t manage 
medication or 

finances” 



Tensions for 
interdisciplinary working 

• Applying the statutory criteria narrowly and then ‘getting lost’ in criteria i.e. care and support needs, ability to 
self-protect, ‘lifestyle choice’ narratives. 

• Referrals that are relayed as a stream of consciousness with the occasional full stop!! Unstructured and not 
always relevant facts. 

• Not seeing patterns for both the individual person but also how agencies are working together i.e. multiple 
notifications, multiple concerns often raised by several agencies indicates concern for an individual but also a 
point of curiosity about how agencies are working together – this needs to be explored!!! 

• Getting the basics right: Clear agendas, securing the right people, understand where viewpoints align and 
where there are points of uncertainty. Set SMART actions, monitor and review progress. 

• Working through the immediate risks (short term) alongside the medium to longer term planning. I.e. risk 
mitigation and resilience planning 

• Overestimating and/or underestimating risk. Neglecting the basics of risk planning, including the likelihood 
and severity/ impact of risk. 





Safeguarding toolkit



adult is 18 + and 
physically 
present, 

‘whether or not 
the adult is 
ordinarily 

resident there’.

Has care and 
support needs

is experiencing 
or at risk of 
abuse/ neglect

unable to 
protect 
themselves

Reasonable cause to suspect 

1 2 3



The importance of fact finding in safeguarding



Toolkit 
structure





SECTION 1 - The adult’s needs and the risks they face

Not all areas will be 
relevant and some will 
be more prominent 
than others!

READ THE MARGINS 
“THINGS TO CONSIDER” 
These can be used as 
questions to answer 
within each domain of 
need/risk





SECTION 2  - Chronology of events  

To protect against normalisation of 
risk or, conversely, a lack of 
professional curiosity, it is important 
to objectively document the person’s 
relevant past history (or 
‘chronology’) and their current 
ability to manage daily living and 
health needs





SECTION 3 – Immediate risk factors 





SECTION 4 -
Protection 
planning 

Preparatory checklist - for referrers 

Closing an enquiry  

Enquiry closure checklist - for 
safeguarding teams, but good for 
everyone to know this irrespective 
of role or sector. 









Useful Links & Resources  
• Multiple Exclusion Homelessness: A safeguarding toolkit for practitioners (2022)  - Links TBC 

• Care Act  ‘Multiple Needs’ Toolkit (2016): The Care Act and Social Care Assessments | Homeless Link

• Adult Safeguarding and Homelessness LGA (2020). A briefing on positive practice. Available at https://www.local.gov.uk/adult-
safeguarding-and-homelessness-briefing-positive-practice  

• Adult safeguarding and homelessness LGA (2021) . Experience informed practice. Available at Adult safeguarding and 
homelessness: experience informed practice | Local Government Association

• Guidance on Safeguarding and Homelessness. Available at Guidance on Safeguarding | Homeless Link

• Martineau, S. J., Cornes, M., Manthorpe, J., Ornelas, B., & Fuller, J. (2019). Safeguarding, Homelessness and Rough Sleeping: An 
analysis of Safeguarding Adults Reviews. London: NIHR Policy Research Unit in Health and Social Care Workforce, The Policy 
Institute, King's College London. 
https://kclpure.kcl.ac.uk/portal/files/116649790/SARs_and_Homelessness_HSCWRU_Report_2019.pdf 

• Ornelas, B., Schwehr, B., Davies, G. (2019). A Persistent and Unequivocal Refusal? The Ending of Interim Accommodation. Stoke-on-
Trent: VOICES. https://www.voicesofstoke.org.uk/2019/12/11/a-persistent-and-unequivocal-refusal-the-ending-of-interim-
accommodation/ 

• Ornelas, B., Schwehr, B., Davies, G. (2020). Unwise choices or uniformed decisions regarding housing options? The duty to make 
enquiries and the implied duty to support decision making. Stoke-on-Trent: VOICES. 
https://www.voicesofstoke.org.uk/2020/01/27/unwise-choices-or-uninformed-decisions-regarding-housing-options-the-duty-to-
make-enquires-and-the-implied-duty-to-support-decision-making-before-reaching-conclusions/ 

• Mason, K., Cornes, M., Dobson, R., Meakin, A., Ornelas, B., and Whiteford, M. (2017). Multiple Exclusion Homelessness and adult 
social care in England: Exploring the challenges through a researcher-practitioner partnership. Research, Policy and Planning 
(2017/18) 33(1), 3-14. https://issuu.com/voicesofstoke/docs/ssrg_research_policy_and_planning_3 

https://homeless.org.uk/knowledge-hub/the-care-act-and-social-care-assessments/
https://www.local.gov.uk/adult-safeguarding-and-homelessness-briefing-positive-practice
https://www.local.gov.uk/adult-safeguarding-and-homelessness-briefing-positive-practice
https://www.local.gov.uk/publications/adult-safeguarding-and-homelessness-experience-informed-practice
https://www.local.gov.uk/publications/adult-safeguarding-and-homelessness-experience-informed-practice
https://homeless.org.uk/knowledge-hub/guidance-on-safeguarding/
https://kclpure.kcl.ac.uk/portal/files/116649790/SARs_and_Homelessness_HSCWRU_Report_2019.pdf
https://www.voicesofstoke.org.uk/2019/12/11/a-persistent-and-unequivocal-refusal-the-ending-of-interim-accommodation/
https://www.voicesofstoke.org.uk/2019/12/11/a-persistent-and-unequivocal-refusal-the-ending-of-interim-accommodation/
https://www.voicesofstoke.org.uk/2020/01/27/unwise-choices-or-uninformed-decisions-regarding-housing-options-the-duty-to-make-enquires-and-the-implied-duty-to-support-decision-making-before-reaching-conclusions/
https://www.voicesofstoke.org.uk/2020/01/27/unwise-choices-or-uninformed-decisions-regarding-housing-options-the-duty-to-make-enquires-and-the-implied-duty-to-support-decision-making-before-reaching-conclusions/
https://issuu.com/voicesofstoke/docs/ssrg_research_policy_and_planning_3


Bruno Ornelas, bruno@csafeguardinghub.co.uk

Andy Meakin, andy.meakin71@outlook.com
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